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or side by side in a duplex pump.    In addition to the advantages of ex-
pansive working, a compound pump shows a gain in economy due to the
reduction of condensation losses brought about by reducing the heat range
I	in each cylinder.   Another point is that the higher the steam pressure
|	(temperature) the greater the condensation losses, and it will be found that
for steam pressure over 100 lb. per square inch the compound cylinder
'    '	pump has a more marked advantage over the single-cylinder pump.
General practice in the use of steam pressures is fairly well represented
'	by the following average figures:
For single-cylinder pumps, pressures up to 100 lb. per square inch.
For compound-cylinder pumps, pressures about 120 lb. per square inch.
For triple-cylinder pumps, pressures about 150 lb. per square inch and
,	upwards.
!	A single-cylinder pump is generally more economical than a duplex
',    i	(twin high-pressure cylinders) pump because cylinder clearances are halved
|    I	and steam connecting passages are obviated.
'	As regards steam consumptions, these may vary very much according
to the conditions of operation. Small single-cylinder pumps will be found
to consume from 70 lb. of steam per pump horse-power hour in a good pump
to 150 lb. or more in an indifferent machine, compound pumps from 33 to
(!	60 lb. of steam per pump horse-power hour, and ordinary triples without
,!i     •	compensating gear or fly-wheels from 20 to 30 lb.—large compounds when
working condensing rival triples in economy.
For the consumption of direct-acting high-duty pumping engines see
Table I (facing p. 58) in the section on waterworks pumping engines
The speeds of direct-driven pumps vary between 50 and 30 double
;	strokes per minute for average sizes, and slower on larger pumps, though in
,     '	emergency it is common to run pumps quite 50 per cent faster, as in the case
of fire-service plant.
;	The different varieties of direct-acting steam pumps are distinguished
by the methods used for operating the steam valves, practically every manu-
facturer having his own special device, many differing in trifling details
only.    Taking a broad view of current practice, there are two groups into one
1	of which all constructions will naturally fall.
These are:
1	i. Those in which the valve is operated mechanically, and
|	2. Those in which the valve is operated by live steam.
j	Pumps in the latter category generally, though not always, have a me-
chanical control of the steam which operates the main steam valve.
The simplest mechanical gear is that of the well-known duplex pump
originated by the Worthington Pump Company, and now built by several
manufacturers. This uses a common " D " slide valve operated by a rod
fitted with adjustable collars; the collars are set so that there is a certain
amount of free movement of the rod before the valve is moved. The valve
rod itself is moved by the piston rod of the neighbouring cylinder, and the

